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Christaller was a member of the Nazi party (NSDAP) 
 

From archives to fake news 
 

Citation of this text: NICOLAS Georges and RADEFF Anne, "Christaller was a member 

of the Nazi party (NSDAP). From archives to " fake news ", In: Cyberato, Alter-

perspectives disputables, Rubrique: Publications, Travaux et Mémoires, septembre 

2023 
 

In 1989, Mechtild Rössler revealed that Walter Christaller had been a member of the 

Nazi party (NSDAP) since 1 July 1941, giving his membership card number as 

8.375.670 (RÖSSLER, 1989, p. 426, note 17). For some time now, however, this 

membership has been called into question.  

 

A retired professor at the University of Buenos Aires, Carlos Reynoso, took part in this 

challenge in a publication posted online in 2019 and 2023 on various sites (Reynoso 

2019). 

 

Original text of 2019, in Spanish, published in 2023 on the following site: 

https://dokumen.pub/geometrias-del-poder.html 

“Cuando el hoy ignoto economista Friedrich Bülow censuró en pleno Tercer Reich los 

trabajos de Christaller por ser demasiado teóricos, Christaller (1941) reaccionó 

incluyendo un plan de creación de una comunidad estructurada a la manera nazi 

(Volksgemeinschaft) como parte inconsútil de su aparato conceptual. Ningún autor, 

sin embargo, proporciona el número de afiliación al partido nacionalsocialista de 

Christaller ni este número se encuentra en las listas de miembros del partido hoy 

disponibles en línea, en los registros recientemente desclasificados en Bonn y Berlín, 

en los Bundesarchiv de Koblenz (esp. en los dossiers r49, r113 y r164) – el mayor 

repositorio en materia de geo-política nazi en general y sobre el geopolítico Karl 

Haushofer [1869-1946] en particular – o en las mayores bibliotecas que he consultado 

o en las que sigo husmeando en línea o en persona cada vez que se me presenta la 

ocasión (cf. Herwig 2016). Mechtild Rössler asevera que el número de pertenencia de 

https://dokumen.pub/geometrias-del-poder.html
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Christaller al partido nazi es 8.375.670, de fecha 1° de julio de 1940, según lo asentado 

en el archivo personal de Christaller en el Centro de Documentación de Berlín (Rössler 

1989: 426 n17). A pesar de las credenciales de Rössler (hoy una alta funcionaria de 

la UNESCO que cortó todo vínculo con sus investigaciones tempranas) los datos no 

son de buena calidad; no he podido corroborarlos a partir de fuentes documentales 

confiables; no está tampoco claro a qué repartición de las muchas que se denominan 

Berliner Dokumentationszentrum se refiere Rössler, ni cuál es el legajo personal de 

Christaller y dónde se encuentran los papeles, los microfilms o las fichas digitales que 

deberían existir sobre él. El número consignado no se encuentra en el rango usual de 

los registros del NSDAP o de las nóminas de las capitales alemanas que estuvieron a 

mi alcance. Aunque caben dudas de su oportunismo, de sus giros en redondo y de 

sus palabras untuosas, en torno al geógrafo circula todavía más calor que luz, un 

número desmedido de fake news y mucha información contradictoria que se ha vuelto 

viral.» 

 

English translation: 

"When the now unknown [sic] economist Friedrich Bülow censured Christaller's work 

in the Third Reich for being too theoretical, Christaller (1941) responded by including 

a plan for the creation of a structured Nazi-like community ("Volksgemeinschaft") as 

part of his conceptual apparatus. However, no author provides Christaller's National 

Socialist Party membership number, nor is it to be found in the party membership lists 

available online, in the recently declassified documents in Bonn and Berlin, in the 

Bundesarchiv in Koblenz (in particular in files r49, r113 and r164) - the largest 

repository of documents on Nazi geopolitics in general and on the geopolitician Karl 

Haushofer [1869-1946] in particular - or in the major libraries that I have consulted or 

continue to search online or in person whenever the opportunity arises. (cf. Herwig 

2016) Mechtild Rössler states that Christaller's Nazi party membership number is 

8.375.670, dated 1 July 1940, as it appears in Christaller's personal file at the Berlin 

Documentation Centre (Rössler 1989: 426 n17). Despite Rössler's references (now a 

senior UNESCO official who has severed all links with her original research), archive 

data is not of good quality; I have not been able to corroborate it with reliable 

documentary sources; nor is it known which Berlin documentation centre Rössler is 

referring to, nor which is Christaller's personal file and where are the documents, 

microfilms or digital files that should exist on him. Moreover, the Nazi party membership 
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number quoted is not in the usual numbering of NSDAP registers or of the main 

German sources available to me. Even if his opportunism, his 'circular' career and his 

unctuous words generate doubt, there is still more heat than light around the 

geographer [Walter Christaller], as well as an inordinate amount of fake news and a lot 

of contradictory information that has gone viral.” 
 

Archive documents  
Carlos Reynoso states that he carried out archival research, but that it was 

unsuccessful, leading him to doubt the data published by Mechtild Rössler. However, 

three documents preserved in German archives provide irrefutable proof of Walter 

Christaller's membership of the Nazi party. One is his two Nazi Party membership 

cards, preserved in the German Federal Archives (Bundesarchiv) in Berlin; the other 

is a questionnaire completed by Christaller in 1946, in which he confirms his 

membership of the Nazi Party, preserved in the Hessian Archives in Wiesbaden 

(Hessisches Hauptstaatsarchiv Wiesbaden). 

 

The following two paragraphs give details of what is included in these various 

documents. 

 

1. 1941, German Federal Archives (Berlin): Nazi party membership cards of 
Walter Christaller  
 

Two Walter Christaller's Nazi party membership cards are preserved in these archives:  

- the first is in the central register of NSDAP members ("NSDAP-Zentralkartei"), under 

the reference: Bundesarchiv R 9361 - VIII KARTEI / 5110001, Zentralkartei, Kasten 

511, Karte 1 

- the second is in the provincial (Gau) register of NSDAP members ("NSDAP-

Gaukartei"), under the reference: Bundesarchiv R 9361 - IX KARTEI / 5460059, 

Gaukartei, Kasten 546, Karte 59 

 

The data are the same on both documents. They contain the following typewritten 

information: 

Name, date and place of birth: Dr Christaller Walter, born 21 April 1893 in Berneck 
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Address: Luisenstrasse 1, Freiburg, Gau Baden 

A second address has been added in red handwriting, in Berlin Zehlendorf 

Membership card number: 8.375.670 

Date: 1st July 1940. 

Date of application for membership: 8 May 1940 

Membership card issued on 25 August 1941 

The change of address is due to a change in Christaller's activities: from 1937 to 1940, 

when he applied for membership, he was an assistant of the jurist Theodor Maunz at 

the Institute of Regional Science at the University of Freiburg im Breisgau, where he 

lived. In 1940, he was hired by Konrad Meyer to work as a collaborator for the Reich 

Commissariat für die Festigung deutschen Volkstums (Reich Commissioner for the 

Consolidation of German Nationhood). He then moved to Berlin, where the head office 

of this SS planning office was located: this is the second address given on the card. 

Christaller's involvement with this organization, which employed around 500 people, 

lasted until 1945. 

 

2. 1946, Hesse archives (Wiesbaden): questionnaire completed by Christaller, in 
which he confirms his membership of the Nazi party 
 

In 1946, Walter Christaller had to fill in a questionnaire attesting to his membership of 

the Nazi party. This document is preserved in the Hessisches Hauptstaatsarchiv 

Wiesbaden (HHStA): Hessisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, Bestand 520/05, Nummer 10658 

(former designation: Spruchkammerakte Walter Christaller Abt. 520 DL Nr. 1107). 

 

 

This questionnaire was created following the enactment of the "Gesetz zur Befreiung 

von Nationalsozialismus und Militarismus" (Law on the Liberation from Nazism and 

Militarism) on 5 March 1946 on the initiative of the American military governor Lucius 

D. Clay. Clay. The law concerned the Länder of Bavaria, Greater Hesse and 

Württemberg-Baden. It was intended to operate the "denazification" of the population, 

under the responsibility of the German civil administration. Anyone over the age of 18 

had to fill in a form, which asked whether the person concerned was a member of the 

NSDAP, of its branches or of affiliated associations. In the spring of 1946, 
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denazification commissions were set up in all the districts and towns of Hesse, along 

with trial chambers and eight appeal chambers. If the contents of the questionnaire led 

to a jury trial, the person concerned had to prove that he or she had not been involved 

in the Nazi system, i.e. actively present evidence to exonerate him or her. For this 

reason, people concerned regularly submitted exoneration certificates to the arbitration 

courts, known as "Persilscheine", in reference to the Persil brand of washing powder, 

which "washes whiter". 

 

This is the content of the questionnaire, as completed by hand by Walter Christaller: 

 

Title: Questionnaire (declaration sheet) pursuant to the Law on the Liberation from 

National Socialism and Militarism of 5.3.1946 ("Meldebogen auf Grund des Gesetzes 

zur Befreiung von Nationalsozialismus und Militarismus von 5.3.1946") 

 

The document begins with the identification:  

Name: CHRISTALLER, Dr. Walter  

Profession (Beruf): independent researcher ("Privatgelehrter") 

Address: Jugenheim, Kreis Darmstadt, Felsbergstrasse 15 

[Christaller moved back to Jugenheim after the war; this is the town where his parents 

had settled in 1901, when he was 8 years old]. 

Date and place of birth: 21.04.1893 in Berneck 

Marital status: Divorced 

Place of residence since 1933:  

- Jugenheim Kreis Darmstadt, from 1932 to 30.06.1937 

- Freiburg im Breisgau, from 01.07.1937 to 15.07.1940 

- Berlin, from 15.07.1940 to 15.12 1943 

- Jugenheim, Kreis Darmstadt, from 15.12.1943 to present day 

 

Then come the answers to the questions 

 

First frame 
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Question: Were you a member of the NSDAP or of 15 other organizations (SS, Waffen 

SS, Gestapo etc.)? 

Christaller answers yes for the first organization (NSDAP), and no for the other 14 

organizations. 

Yes, he was a member of the NSDAP from 01.07.1940, with card number 8.375.670; 

he paid a membership fee which was a maximum of RM 4.30 per month. 

When asked about his "highest rank or office, or activity [in the NSDAP], including in a 

substitute or honorary capacity" ("Rang oder höchstes Bekleidetes Amt oder Tätigkeit, 

auch vertretungsweise oder ehrenhalber Bezeichnung"), Christaller replied "none" 

("keines").  

Christaller also states that he has not been a member of the NSDAP since 1943 

(without giving a precise date), but there is no evidence to support this claim. This 

would contradict his activities at the time: from 1940 to 1945, he was employed by 

Konrad Meyer as a collaborator in the Reich Commissariat für die Festigung deutschen 

Volkstums ("Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of German Ethnicity": SS 

planning office). 

 

Second frame 
 

Question: Did you belong outside the first figure (the first frame) to a Nazi organization 

according to the annex to the law ("Naziorganisation gemäss Anhang zum Gesetz")? 

 

Christaller gives two memberships in organizations and answers, as in the first frame, 

"none" on the question of the position he held in them. These two organizations are: 

1. From 1933 to 1937, the Reich Chamber of Literature ("Reichsschriftumskammer"), 

one of the seven chambers of the Reich Chamber of Culture founded by Goebbels in 

1933. 

b. From 1934 to 1937, the Reich Air Protection League ("Reichsluftschutzbund"), an 

anti-aircraft defense association 

Here too, Christaller does not mention his involvement as a collaborator of the Reich 

Commissioner for the Consolidation of German Nationhood: understandably so, as 

he played a role that could get him into serious trouble. 
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One of its departments, the Planning and Soil Department ("Hauptabteilung Planung 

und Boden"), was responsible for the Generalplan Ost, a project for the spatial and 

racial restructuring of the regions conquered by the Nazis in Eastern Europe, 

particularly Poland (Rössler and Schleiermacher 1993; Wasser 1993). In a text 

published in 1940 (Christaller 1940), Christaller explained how this restructuring should 

be carried out: "Our duty is to create, as quickly as possible, in the Plan ["Generalplan 

Ost"] and with the goal set, a high and low organization of the communities which often 

form themselves in an undesirable way [sic], so that they become as powerful and 

fruitful elements of the [German] Reich as possible". This "organization" involved the 

deportation or murder of thousands of people and their replacement by "racially 

valuable" ("rassisch wertvolle") families. 

 

With this in mind, a branch of the Reichskommissariat was set up in Strasbourg in the 

spring of 1942. Its aim was to remove from Alsace "elements of inferior races who were 

asocial or enemies of Germany". Politically undesirable but "racially valuable" families 

were to be deported to the East, all others to France. Christaller, who spent six months 

in Strasbourg in 1942, was responsible for organizing the development of Alsatian 

settlements ("Siedlungen") in Ukraine and in the Polish district of Lublin. 

At the beginning of 1944, Christaller was also commissioned by the 

Reichskommissariat to present a study outlining the structure of central locations in a 

future Greater German Reich. In addition to the former German territories, the planning 

area included Poland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, parts of the Soviet Union, Bohemia 

and Moravia, the former Yugoslav regions of Upper Carniola and Lower Styria, the 

Eupen-Malmédy region in Belgium, Luxembourg, Alsace-Lorraine and German-

speaking Switzerland. According to this study, 15.4 million Germans were to be settled 

beyond the former German borders and largely replace the population there, although 

this consequence was not explicitly mentioned. 

 

Third frame 
To the question "Have you received any party awards (party medals), honorary pay or 

other party benefits?" („Waren Sie Träger von Parteiauszeichnungen (Parteiorden), 

Empfänger von Ehrensold oder sonstiger Parteibegünstigungen“), Christaller replies: 

"Nein". 
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Fourth frame 
 

To the question "Did you benefit from any advantages linked to your membership of a 

Nazi organization (e.g. subsidies, special economic allowances, promotions, 

temporary release from military obligations, etc.)? („Hatten Sie irgendwann Vorteile 

durch ihre Mitgliederschaft bei einer Naziorganisation (z. B. durch Zuschüsse, durch 

Sonderzuteilungen der Wirtschaftsgruppe, Beförderungen, UK-Stelllung u. ä)?“), 

Christaller answers "Nein". 

 

Fifth frame 
 

To the question "Have you ever made financial donations to the NSDAP or other Nazi 

organizations? („Machten Sie jemals finanzielle Zuwendungen an die NSDAP ode 

reine sonstige Naziorg. “), Christaller answered "Ja" this time, mentioning his donations 

to the NSV Red Cross ("NSV, Rotes Kreuz"): the NSV is the Nationalsozialistische 

Volkswohlfahrt, the National Socialist People's Relief, a welfare organization created 

in 1931 and an organ of the NSDAP. He paid out between 30 and 70 RM a year 

between 1934 and 1945, 

 

Sixth frame 
 

To the question "Membership of the Wehrmacht, police formations, the RAD, the OT, 

the Speer transport group, etc." („Zugehörigkeit zur Wehrmacht, Polizeiformationen, 

RAD, OT, Transportgruppe Speer u. ä.“ 1), Christaller replied as follows:  

- During the 1914-1918 war, he had been assistant sergeant major in the 61st Field 

Artillery Regiment since 1917 („Feldartillerie RGT 61, Vizewachtmeister “).  

 
1 The RAD (Reichsarbeitsdienst, Reich Labour Service), a Nazi organisation created in 1933, where, 
since 1935, every young person had to do six months' work before military service. The Organisation 
Todt (OT) was responsible for carrying out civil and military construction projects in Germany and the 
occupied countries. The Speer Legion was a Nazi paramilitary motor transport corps founded in 1942. 
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- During the 1939-45 war, he did not apply for recruitment („nicht zur Musterung 

erschienen “). 

 

Seventh frame 
 

To the question "In which organizations (economic, charitable) have you held a main, 

secondary or voluntary position? („In welchen Organisationen (Wirtschaft, Wohlfahrt) 

bekleideten Sie ein Haupt-, Neben- oder Ehrenamt?“), Christaller replied: none 

 

Eight frame  
 

To the question “Information on your main activity, your income and your assets since 

1932”, Asking whether the person was self-employed or a salaried employee, 

Christaller replies:  

 

- 1932: he is independent, student at the University of Erlangen, no income 

- 1934: he is independent, freelance researcher at Jugenheim, with an income of RM 

1,800 

- 1938: he is salaried employee, assistant at the University of Freiburg, with an income 

of RM 4,200 

- 1943: he is independent, freelance researcher in Berlin-Zehlendorf, with an income 

of RM 9,000 

- 1945: he is independent, freelance researcher at Jugenheim, and he does not give 

an income 

Christaller therefore states that he was a “freelance researcher “in 1943; once again, 

he does not say that, in reality, he was then a collaborator at the Reich Commissariat 

für die Festigung deutschen Volkstums (Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of 

German Nationhood).  

 

Ninth to twelfth frames 
 

Christaller answered “Nein” to the following questions: 
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- frame 9: Have you managed or controlled any companies or establishments? 

 („Haben Sie Unternehmen oder Betriebe betreut oder kontrolliert? “) 

- frame 10: Have you been awarded any titles or ranks by the State, the party, the 

economy or other organizations not mentioned so far? („Wurden Ihnen von Staat, 

Partei, Wirtshaft o. ä. Organisationen bisher nicht aufgeführte Titel, Dienst -ränge oder 

-bezeichnungen verliehen? “) 

- frame 11: Are you currently undergoing or have you already undergone an 

examination procedure? („Läuft oder lief für Sie bereits ein Prüfungsverfahren? “) 

- frame 12: Is your employment authorised in writing by the military authorities? („Ist 

Ihre Beschäftigung von der Militärregierung schriftlich genehmigt? “) 

 

Thirteenth frame 
 

To the question: in which group of the law do you classify yourself? („In welche Gruppe 

des Gesetzes gliedern Sie sich ein?“), Christaller replies „not incriminated“ 

(„Entlastete“). This question refers to the 1946 law. According to this text, the persons 

affected by the Liberation Law were to be classified into five categories, namely: Group 

I: major contributors („Hauptschuldige “), Group II: incriminated („Belastete “), Group 

III: those less incriminated („Minderbelastete “), Group IV: those who follow („Mitläufer“)  

and Group V: not incriminated, exonerated („Entlastete“). 

 

Fourteenth frame 
 

Under "Remarks", Christaller writes: Since 1941, participation in an anti-fascist 

agricultural political group in Berlin. Regular support for racial and political persecutees 

1933-1945 in Jugenheim, Berlin, Paris, etc. („Seit 1941 Beteiligung an 

antifaschistischer agrar-politische Gruppe in Berlin. Regelmässige Unterstützung 

rassisch und politisch Verfolgter 1933-1945 in Jugenheim, Berlin, Paris u.a.“) 

There is, of course, no proof of these anti-fascist activities. It is highly unlikely, given 

the role Christaller played serving Nazi Germany. Moreover, it is not certain that he 

was ever in Paris: he visited France in 1934 and, as we saw above, Alsace in 1942, to 

move away “elements of inferior races”. 
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Finally, the document is signed and dated: Jugenheim, 23.4.1943, Dr. Christaller 

Walter 

 

Walter Christaller will not be tried for his activities in the service of the 

Reichskommissariat or for his membership of the NSDAP. However, a trial was brought 

at Nuremberg against Konrad Meyer, who had hired him to work for this organization 

between 1945 and 1948. In Meyer's defense, Christaller provided a "Persilschein", in 

which he stated that Meyer had employed many scientists with anti-Nazi leanings. This 

was a skillful piece of support, backing up the statements made in the 14th frame of 

the questionnaire analyzed above. Konrad Meyer will succeed in persuading the court 

that Generalplan Ost, the aforementioned project for the spatial and racial restructuring 

of the regions conquered by the Nazis in Eastern Europe, in which Christaller had 

actively collaborated, was a purely scientific and theoretical study that had nothing to 

do with the deportation and annihilation measures (Rössler 1989, p. 427; Rössler 

1993, pp. 359-362). It has since been proven that these plans could only be 

implemented through annihilation through work (Vernichtung durch Arbeit) (Roth, Karl 

Heinz, 1993, p. 77). 

 

Conclusion 
 

It is therefore completely wrong to cast doubt on Walter Christaller's membership of 

the Nazi party. These negationist calls in question are based on false assertions. The 

three documents described above specify the card number and date given by Mechtild 

Rössler in 1989. 

 

Carlos Reynoso failed to use German-language documents. On the Internet, his 

research should have led him to the German Federal Archives website, which indicates 

where to go to access Nazi party membership cards held in the NSDAP 

Mitgliederkartei/Gaukartei list. It's a pity that Carlos Reynoso neglects the work of 

German archivists in this way. Here is the link: 

https://www.bundesarchiv.de/DE/Content/Artikel/Finden/Epochen/finden-epochen-

nutzung-NSDAP-Kartei.html.  

 

https://www.bundesarchiv.de/DE/Content/Artikel/Finden/Epochen/finden-epochen-nutzung-NSDAP-Kartei.html
https://www.bundesarchiv.de/DE/Content/Artikel/Finden/Epochen/finden-epochen-nutzung-NSDAP-Kartei.html
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Moreover, if Carlos Reynoso had consulted Karl R. Kegler's dissertation or the 

biography he devoted to Walter Christaller (Kegler 2008, p. 89 note 1 and Kegler 2015, 

p. 585), he would have found the reference to the document, dated 1946, in which 

Walter Christaller attests to his membership of the Nazi party. 

Contrary to what he writes, the references of Mechtild Rössler and many other 

researchers are corroborated by reliable documentary sources. 

 

Post scriptum 
 

Reynoso's assertions that Walter Christaller was not a member of the Nazi party 

(NSDAP) are sometimes found in non-scientific texts in wide circulation. For example, 

the language variations in the Wikipedia article 'Walter Christaller' (accessed on 11 

June 2023) range from documented acknowledgement of his Nazi membership to 

unjustified denial and unfounded doubts. Here are just a few examples: 

 

- German text: "On 8 May 1940, Christaller applied for membership of the NSDAP and 

was admitted on 1 July of the same year (membership number 8 375 670).” (« Am 8. 

Mai 1940 beantragte Christaller die Aufnahme in die NSDAP und wurde zum 1. Juli 

desselben Jahres aufgenommen (Mitgliedsnummer 8.375.670) ») 

 

- Spanish text: In 1940, Christaller joined the Nazi party. (“En 1940, Christaller ingresó 

en el partido nazi”) 

 

- Italian text: In 1940, Christaller joined the Nazi party and, during the Second World 

War, he worked under Heinrich Himmler in the planning office of the Reich 

Commissariat. (“Nel 1940 Christaller aderì al Partito Nazista e, durante la seconda 

guerra mondiale, lavorò alla dipendenze di Heinrich Himmler nell'Ufficio di 

Pianificazione del Commissariato del Reich.”) 

 

- French text: Walter Christaller joined the NSDAP in 1940, although this is contested. 

(« Walter Christaller adhère au NSDAP en 1940, bien que cela est contesté »). This 

doubt is based on an erroneous interpretation of an article by William Bunge : « Walter 

Christaller was not a fascist » (1977). In this text, Bunge does not address the question 
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of Christaller's membership of the Nazi party (NSDAP), but does comment on his 

ideological positions. He concluded that Christaller was not a "fascist" and should be 

allowed to travel to the United States. Which was correct: Christaller was not a fascist, 

but a Nazi. It is therefore impossible to deduce from this text that Christaller's 

membership of the NSDAP can be disputed. 

 

- English text: “Whether Christaller was a member of the Nazi Party is disputed” : same 

remark as for the French text 

 

- Chinese text: Christaller “never supported the Nazis and even had a big fight with 

members of the Nazi student party” (他從不支持納粹，而且甚至曾與納粹學生黨員大

打出手). Contradictorily, however, this sentence is followed by the following: “During 

the Second World War, he joined the SS in the Lebensraum (Chinese for “territory”: 國

土) project of the Nazi government under Himmler” (在第二次世界大戰期間他進入納粹

政府希姆萊下的國土計劃親衛隊工作). 
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Annex 1: Walter Christaller's Nazi party membership card in the central register of 

NSDAP members ("NSDAP-Zentralkartei") : Bundesarchiv R 9361 - VIII KARTEI / 

5110001, Zentralkartei, Kasten 511, Karte 1 

Annex 2: Walter Christaller's Nazi party membership card in the provincial (Gau) 

register of NSDAP members ("NSDAP-Gaukartei") : Bundesarchiv R 9361 - IX KARTEI 

/ 5460059, Gaukartei, Kasten 546, Karte 59 

Annex 3: questionnaire proving Walter Christaller's membership of the Nazi party: 

Hessisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, Bestand 520/05, Nummer 10658 (old archive reference: 

Spruchkammerakte Walter Christaller Abt. 520 DL Nr. 1107) 
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